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UTS professors must read Father's speeches in the original language, not second hand. 
Have to solve the language problem-True Parents bring solution, True Parents' language is the 
only way. Based on True Parents make True Family, Society, Nation, World-only one 
language of True Parents. There is so much damage and waste due to language 
barrier-confusions. Diplomatic problems are blamed on language-"! didn' t say that, it was 
translated wrongly!" Translations of the Bible in many languages has led to many denominations 
with different interpretations. If we have many Divine Principles in different languages we will 
have different denominations in our movement-you must learn one language. You must solve 
cultural difficulties between East and West through one language-urgent! 

When you study original Father's words you will see their value. World Theologians will 
be interested in Divine Principle-in the original language. They will check the exact words, 
meaning, particularly of Father's speeches which are now 210 volumes and will be 300 volumes. 
In the future scholars will focus on each page of Father's speech. If you don't know Korean you 
cannot participate-you will be ignored. Study original Father's speech and Divine Principle or 
your authority will not be respected. 

In Jin Nim finished her degree at Harvard Divinity School. Father observed how smart 
she is-she took only 1 year to complete the 3-year program. Father and True Children will test 
you when you come to East Garden-that's reality. Don't think only one True Child is 
smart-they all are. Whatever you do must be based on Divine Principle or it has no value. 
Father observed True Children have great academic backgrounds from their studies. Be 
careful-True Children will call you and test you. True Children have authority not just because 
they are Father's children but because of their own ability. Kook Jin Nim's professor has to 
prepare at least 1 week for each class or gets into trouble. To study in America you have to read 
an enormous amount of books. Mr. Peter Kim spent 2 days to write a paper and that was not 
enough to do a good job-Un Jin Nim finished in 1 evening with no problem. 

Study Korean. You are young enough, half of Father's age. Mr. Peter Kim is a better 
translator than Col. Han because he is younger. When your children get an international blessing 
you will argue about which language to use in the family-True Parents' language, hometown 
language. Only 1 language, not 2 or 3-only 1 True Parents. The family is a very important 
issue, especially in America. Now we have the Family Pledge-educate people with this pledge, 
use it to solve problems. 

Think about giving lectures in Korean, at Sun Moon University. If you give lectures in 
Korean at universities you will be very famous. In the future PhD's will be given to those who 
study Father's words in every area-Father spoke on every topic. In Germany Father made an 
engineering company with high technology-Germany is strong in engineering and we became 
top. Japan is strong in electronics and we have Wacom, and media in America (Washington 
Times). You should consider achievement, accomplishment, not just ability. PhD is not 
enough-need substantial achievement. People made noise against Father but now they are quiet. 
Father made such remarkable accomplishments, if Father announces he is going to Washington 
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DC everyone is nervous, shaking! If Father goes to Japan or Korea, everyone follows and listens 
to what he says, really pays attention to what Father is doing because it is always meaningful. 

There are 800 UTS graduates-Father expected them to work in mission but Father can't 
see them-where are they? UTS graduates should give a hard time to their professors at graduate 
school-then after graduation come back and lead the professors the right way; but your chance 
is missed now. UTS graduates made very good students at Harvard, etc., now you can meet 
them as colleagues and lead them with better theory-lead the theological world in the right 
direction. After graduation write research papers and publish in renowned journals. Study the 
most recent academic disputes. You are qualified to criticize their theories based on Divine 
Principle and Unification Thought. Those papers will be published and given to our library. We 
must build a library not only of theological books, but our own books-it should be the center 
of theological research. People who studied in a Christian library will realize our library is so 
much better and be attracted to study more to understand everything. 

Father's idea is to make you world famous theologians but you didn't follow that 
direction. Father wants you to be better than he is, do you understand that? Quality is 
important-publish quality research and papers-that will dominate the world. Review all 
theories historically and write clear conclusions about where to go now-that kind of book will 
be really respected. Publish in all areas, not just theology. In the future being invited to UTS 
to lecture will be how to become famous. You will be asked to present the most updated theory 
at all universities. All of you should become this famous, in every area. Then UTS will get the 
reputation as the best center of theological research in the world. Even scholars with a PhD from 
other schools will come to UTS for post-doctoral research-the whole world will come under 
UTS. Father is creating a new university at Bridgeport, but more internal standard at 
UTS-University of Bridgeport is external, UTS is internal is Father's vision, but it is not yet 
fulfilled. 

If you understand Father you should become leaders for all areas, not just one. You 
should be an expert in your own area and impact the world. Father approached the top (Nixon) 
first when he came to America. As a PhD your ambition should be to reach the top world level, 
not the middle. Father has been persecuted, but you have respectable titles-professor at 
UTS-so you can accomplish on the world level. Father's situation was so difficult, but he 
accomplished. Don't just sit down in 1 area, but challenge bigger and higher areas, then people 
will respect you even if you die. Through AFC state legislators really respect Father-if Father 
died in America would they just put him in a public cemetery? No, in a very respected area. 
They will recognize that Father did really useful things and use them for educating youth-they 
will visit his shrine and study his life and work. You have to have confidence to be like that. 

Do you want to die for 1 campus or whole country? It takes 1,000 times more effort, 
your life. You have to become number 1 professors then your influence will go beyond UTS. 
Father's plan is not to limit you to UTS only. There is no university like UTS in this country, 
because there is no ideal family. When there is ideal family it becomes ideal society, nation and 
world. Now a whole encyclopedia can be carried on 1 CD and read in your home. The key issue 
is not how many books, but who has ideal family system. If you establish the ideal family the 
world will follow that. Father created Washington Times even though there were 1700 daily 
newspapers in America. Father has a unique idea so it became successful. Concentrate on this 
ideal family system and it will solve all problems. You should be proud of the ideal family. 
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Think of your age and how much you can do. Think about where you are-if you worry 
about getting a job, feeding a family, these are trivial things. If you can't overcome low level 
problems you can't be respected by the world. Father made this much accomplishment but we 
can do more-hopeful point of our church. Father accomplished everything in 40 years-you do 
it in less, think about it. It is amazing how Mother could accomplish in 18 months what Father 
did in his whole life-Mother inherited all Father's victory and the whole world knows it. 
Mother's life was also very difficult-lonely, ignored, isolated. Now she overcame and 
succeeded, and is respected by the whole world. If you overcome all difficulties and persecution 
you will be respected, your children will appreciate and respect you. You have to make the same 
kind of foundation in your family as Father made. What Father demonstrated you should 
follows. 

In the future will people respect True Mother and True Children? Think about influence 
on history. Father didn't see any PhD's who volunteered to introduce Mother on stage in their 
hometown during the speaking tour. If you did then people would erect a statue of you because 
of such a memorial day. Your relatives may have persecuted you as brainwashed, but now they 
see you are successful because of Rev. Moon-how proud of you they can be. Unfortunately that 
time has past. Father gave direction for 3,000 campuses and nobody moved. Now Father gave 
strong direction so you are beginning to move. You should be campus ministers and give 
lectures in 12 campuses every month-how famous you will become. Take action! Don't just 
have interest, take action! 
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